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NEW QUESTION: 1
You administer a Microsoft SQL Server 2014 database that
includes a table named Application.Events.
Application.Events contains millions of records about user
activity in an application.
Records in Application.Events that are more than 90 days old
are purged nightly. When records are purged, table locks are
causing contention with inserts.
You need to be able to modify Application.Events without
requiring any changes to the applications that utilize
Application.Events.
Which type of solution should you use?
A. Online index rebuild
B. Change tracking
C. Change data capture
D. Partitioned tables

Answer: D
Explanation:
Partitioning large tables or indexes can have manageability and
performance benefits including:
You can perform maintenance operations on one or more
partitions more quickly. The operations are more efficient
because they target only these data subsets, instead of the
whole table.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/relational-databases/parti
tions/partitioned-tables- and-indexes
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References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/unified-operations
/fin-and-ops/organization-administration/organ

NEW QUESTION: 3
A. Option B
B. Option D
C. Option C
D. Option A
Answer: A,C
Explanation:
Explanation
Using User data and cloud-init directives you can always ensure
you download the latest version of the LAMP stack and give it

to the development teams. With AMI's you will always have the
same version and will need to create an AMI everytime the
version of the LAMP stack changes.
The AWS Documentation mentions
When you launch an instance in Amazon CC2, you have the option
of passing user data to the instance that can be used to
perform common automated configuration tasks and even run
scripts after the instance starts. You can pass two types of
user data to Amazon CC2: shell scripts and cloud-init
directives. You can also pass this data into the launch wizard
as plain text, as a file (this is useful for launching
instances using the command line tools), or as base64-encoded
text (for API calls).
For more information on User data please refer to the below
link:
* http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSCC2/latest/UserGuide/user-data.
html
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